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Description Change Magazine Review Previous version of DU Battery Saver 3.9.8 apk for Android will help you downgrade or install a senior app easily. This is one of the best performance apps. Well, do you want to know more about this app? If you want to know about it, keep reading. We're going to talk about it. Let's find out your best links below. This
one pretends to use the battery in several ways. It will work to save your battery too. It will also press the button that is available there. After that, you can find and solve the problem of draining the battery in the background. Well, it will really give you a happy result. Well, you can also use this app to implement and customize battery control modes. In addition,
it will adjust the settings of your device. As a result, battery life will be saved. Finally, it will help the battery charging process to be more efficient. This will make the device a healthier battery. Finally, it's all the details of the du Battery Saver app, which may be your choice. Features DU Battery Saver APK 3.9.8 ACCURATE STATUS SMART PRE-SET
MODES ONE-OPTIMIZATION CLICK ANYTIME OPTIMIZATION BETTER BATTERY DETAILS HEALTHY CHARGE STATION MANAGER Screenshots Updated the DU Aurora engine and stop energy-intensive applications that are on the notification bar. More information has been improved. Errors fixed. This program can really extend the life of the mobile
battery. So far so good. Easy to use and seems to do a good job of monitoring and maintaining power. You're browsing old versions of DU Battery Saver. Here you will find APK files of all versions of DU Battery Saver available on our website, published so far. The latest version: Android is a trademark of Google LLC., all other brands and trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Download and install old APK versions for Android 3.9.8.1.3 6.28MB 4.9.5.1 14.78MB 4.9.2 14.87MB 4.3.0 7.71MB 4.7.1 7.44 MB 4.2.6.3 7.18MB 4.2.2.2 7.17MB 4.2.1.5 7.03MB 4.2.2 6.94MB 4.1.99 7.17MB 4.1.1.1.1.2 7 6.91MB 4.1.0.1 6.91MB 4.0.8.1 6.51MB 4.0.5 6.03MB 4.0.0.1 6.1 3.9.9.9.9.6.2 7.2 8MB 3.9.9.9.5
8.06MB 3.9.9.9.4 7.9.9.9.9.9.2 7.75MB 3.9.9.9.1 7.66MB Many Android users want to know how to improve your battery and, most of the time It all comes down to applications that keep running in the background, although they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to
the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, controlling and disabling the processor.co.shutting down The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much energy to perform their tasks, comes with a widget for quick information, and also shows the
display display real-time status, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the batterymonitor battery and discharge speedShow the state of charge in real timeSauly information about apps that consume too much Energy Page 2 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes
down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring,
monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge
speedShow the state of charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much power Page 3 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding
apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks,
comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the batterymonitor battery and the speed of dischargeShow state charge in real timeHow information about apps that consume too much Power Page 4 Many Android users want to
know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's
even a cooling feature, works by systematically monitoring, controlling and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much energy to perform their tasks, comes with a widget for quick information, and also shows the charge of the display display in real time, accurately assessing the remaining
charging time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge speedShow the state of charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much Page 5 energy Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably
shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning
about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the batterymonitor battery and the speed of dischargeShow state charge in real timeSauly information about applications that
consume too much energy Page 6 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People
can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display
charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge speedShow the state of charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much Power Page 7 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that
continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there is even a cooling feature that by systematically monitoring, controlling, and disabling processor-
intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much energy to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and also shows the state of the display's charge in time, accurately assessing the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the batterymonitor battery and the speed of dischargeShow state
charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much Power Page 8 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong,
leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get
quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge speedShow the state of charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much power Page 9 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of
the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by
systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the
battery and discharge speedShow the state of charge in real timeGet information about apps that consume too much Energy Page 10 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't. Apps like DU Battery Saver are
really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets modes for different scenarios, and there is even a cooling feature that works by monitoring, controlling and disabling processor-intensive applications. The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform
their tasks, comes with a widget for quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real real accurate assessment of the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge speedShow charge state in real time Loss information about apps that consume too much Page 11 energy Many Android users want to know how to
improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't.   Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a
cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications.   The app also provides a warning about apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging
time. Close apps that drain the battery and discharge speedShow charge state in real timeSaused information about apps that consume too much Power Page 12 Many Android users want to know how to improve their battery and, most of the time, it all comes down to an application that continues to run in the background, even if they probably shouldn't.  
Apps like DU Battery Saver are really good at finding apps that don't belong, leaving the option to close them to the user. People can choose multiple presets for different scenarios, and there's even a cooling feature that works by systematically monitoring, monitoring and disabling processor-intensive applications.   The app also provides a warning about
apps that use too much power to perform their tasks, comes with a widget to get quick information, and shows the state of the display charge in real time, accurately estimating the remaining charging time. Close apps that drain battery battery and discharge speedShow charge state in real time Keep information about applications that consume too much
energy
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